
saved or damned
tracing a persistent protestantism

in early mormon thought

grant underwood

in the july 1838 issue of the eldersjournalelderseiders journal joseph smith
responded to a series of questions which he said were daily and
hourly asked by all classes of people to the question will every body
be damned but mormonscormonsMormons he replied yes and a great portion of
them unless they repent and work righteousness I11 for years I1 have
assumed along with others thatjosephsthat josephs response was rather tongue
in cheek actually as we shall see he was very much in earnest and
was simply reflecting a sentiment widely held among the early saints
benjamin winchester for example reasoned that as mormonism
was the restoration of the new testament christianity all who reject
this will be damned if the scriptures are true 1122 such categorical
statements were indeed rooted in the scriptures particularly passages
like mark l6l61616 he that believethbelieveth and is baptized shall be saved but
he that believethbelieveth not shall damned 3 one finds this verse frequently
and unequivocally invoked in the early literature in an article entitled
gospel I1 sidney rigdon wrote

and unless god had sent the apostles or others authorized as they
were the world must have perished every creature in it must have been
damned for they were to go into all the world and preach the gospel to
every creature he that is every creature that believed and was baptized
should be saved but he that is every creature that believed not should be

damned had there been one creature in all the world who was in a state
of salvation or could have attained that state without the apostles this
commission would not have been correct that is that every creature in all
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the world who did not believe them and be baptized by their direction
should be damned 4

but what of the honest and honorable of other churches A times
and seasons editorial answered bluntly that it did not matter how
often a man prayed how much alms he gave how often he fasted or
how punctual he was in paying his tithes if he believed not he would
be damned 5 such eitheror thinking did not belong to some fanatic
fringe it permeated the membership from the prophet on down in a
nauvoo address joseph referred to the various professors of religion
who do not believe in revelation & the oracles of god and said 1 I tell
you in the name of jesus christ they will be damned & when you get
into the eternal world you will find it to be so they cannot escape the
damnation of hell tyg1166 A week later he singled out the presbyteriansPresbyte rians as

an example and declared if they reject our voice they shall be
damndeddamnded 7

that the saints did not balk at laying out the consequences of
rejecting the message of the restored gospel is also evident from the
frequency with which anti mormonscormons and other observers commented
on this very point an emphasis they found suffocatingly exclusivisticexclusivistic
la roy sunderland an active abolitionist minister who wrote one of
the more widely circulated anti mormon pamphlets of the 1830s
decried mormonismsMormonisms monstrous cruelty in pretending to send all
to hell who do not believe it 8 in truth vindicated parley P pratt
replied

every dispensation that god ever sent is equally cruel in this respect
for god sends all to hell who reject any thing that he sends to save those
that believe and I1 add if methodism be true god will send every man to
hell who rejects it and a man must be very inconsistent to come with a

message from god and then tell the people that they can be saved just as

well without as with itit9ita9

devening4eveningevening and morning star 2 september 1834 187 emphasis in original this article was later
reprintreprintedinrepnntedmedin the times andseasonsand seasons see timesandseasonsnimestimes and seasons 2 november 18401971840 197 other examples in the
early literature of how this verse was used include latter day saintsmessengersaints messenger and advocate 1 june
1835 131 135 1 july 1835 151 2 march 1836 283 84 of the sixty most frequently cited scriptural
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for modern latter day saints accustomed to extolling the vision
of the three degrees of glory as the antidote to the confining polarities
of protestant conceptions of the afterlife the idea that early mormonscormons
spoke almost entirely in terms of either being saved in the celestial
kingdom or else being damned rather than discussing terrestrial or
telestial salvation seems foreign indeed 10 yet it is the purpose of this
article to trace within mormon thought the persisting lineamentslineaments of
traditional salvationist rhetoric and to demonstrate that the vision of
the three degrees of glory did not begin to alter such notions until the
end of the nauvoo period

we begin with a word about background after surveying the
religious landscape in america in 1844 the eminent german church-
man philip schaff remarked that the reigning theology of the
country is the theology of the westminster confession 11 the
westminster confession a creedal delineation of faith formulated two
hundred years earlier by reformed divines from both england and
scotland had announced that upon death the souls of the
righteous are received in heaven while the wicked are cast into

hell besides these two places for souls separated from their bodies

I1 othethe terms salvation and damnation and their cognates present semantic problems which should be
addressed briefly at the outset just as there are varying degrees and kinds of salvation writes bruce R

mcconkie so there are degrees and kinds of damnation he distinguishes four usages of the term
damnation 1 those who are thrust down to hell to await the day of the resurrection of damnation
12 those who fail to gain an inheritance in the celestial kingdom or kingdom of god 3 those who become
sons of perdition and 4 those who fail to gain exaltation in the highest heaven within the celestial world
even though they do gain a celestial mansion in one of the lower heavens of that world bruce R mcconkie
mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft 1966 176 77

in other words damnation can be said to come to anyone not exalted to the highest level of the celestial
kingdom sense 4 or to anyone not inheriting either the celestial kingdom at all sense 2 or to anyone not
inheriting either the celestial or terrestrial kingdoms sense 1 or to anyone not inheriting either the
celestial terrestrial or telestial kingdoms sense 3 the range of interpretations is thus sufficiently broad
that aside from exalted beings and sons of perdition it is possible to conclude that all the rest of
humanity will in a sense be both saved and damned for reasons made clear in the remainder of this
paper such semantic options were not articulated in the years under study 1830 46

admittedly in the strictest sense official LDS doctrine is very limited in nature that bruce R

mcconkiesMcConkies ideas however epitomize currently acceptable doctrine is clearly revealed in the following the
church educational system recently completed preparation of college levellevei student manuals for each of the
four standard works these volumes five in all are organized like scriptural commentaries and contain
numerous explanatory quotations they are read and approved by the church correlation committee and
published under the name of the church itself thus they come as close as any literature to receiving the
churchechurchs doctrinal imprimatur A total of 3830 quotations from over two hundred different authors appear
in these five manuals the single most frequently cited author is bruce R mcconkie 543 quotations or one
in seven are attributed to him the nextnextmostmost frequently quoted is joseph fielding smith with 447 followed
by byjosephjoseph smith with 345 and spencer W kimball with 227 elder mcconkiesMcConkies primacy is obviously due in
part to the sheer volume of his writing however since other prolific mormon authors even among the
general authorities are not cited with anywhere near the same frequency it is clear that elder mcconkie is
looked to today as the leading doctrinal exponent in the church at the very least it seems safe to cite his
works as representative of currently acceptable doctrinal positions

11 the principle ofofprotestantismprotestantism As related to the present state odtheof the church chambersburgChambers burg 184 5

114 quoted in winthropswinthropS hudson religion in america 3dad ed new york charles scribners sons 19811981

8 modern historians of religion concur sydney E ahlstrom for examplespeaksexample speaks of its enormous impact
on subsequent history and calls it by far the most influential doctrinal symbol in american protestant
history generally sydney E ahlstrom A religious history odtheoftheof the american people 2 vols new haven
yaleyaleumvuniv press 1972 image books 1975 11181 118 177
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concluded the confession the scripture acknowledgethacknowledgeth none 12 the
final chapter of the confession dealt with the last judgment and
explained

the end of gods appointing this day is for the manifestation of the
glory of his mercy in the eternal salvation of the elect and of his justice in
the damnation of the reprobate who are wicked and disobedient for then
shall the righteous go into everlasting life and receive that fulnessfalness of joy
and refreshing which shall come from the presence of the lord but the
wicked who know not god and obey not the gospel ofjesus christ shall
be cast into eternal torments and be punished with everlasting destruction
from the presence of the lord and from the glory of his power 13

for centuries the polarities of heaven and hell election and
reprobation had informed the contours of protestant thought thus
in the world into which mormonism was born it was customary to
conceptualize man as either saint or sinner righteous or wicked
bound for heaven or headed for hell and this formed an important part
of the cultural baggage early converts carried with them into the
church

significantly such sharply contrasting categories were not ex-
plicitly contradicted either in the book of mormon14Mormon14 or in the new
revelations one early revelation described the last judgment in these
familiar terms and the righteous shall be gathered on my right hand
unto eternal life and the wicked on my left hand I1 will say unto
them depart from me ye cursed into everlasting fire prepared for
the devil and his angels 15 on another occasion the lord spoke of
the gathering that the wheat may be secured in the garners to
possess eternal life and be crowned with celestial glory while the
tares shall be bound in bundles that they may be burned with
unquenchable fire 16 to portray judgment day outcomes only as
either celestial glory or unquenchable fire eternal life or

everlasting fire without mentioning the intermediate glories seems

12philip12 philip schaff ed zhetherhe creeds ofcbristendomof christendom 3 vols new york harper and brothers 1877 reprint
ed grand rapids baker book house 1966 36713 671 this is in sharp contrast to the roman catholic ideas of
purgatory and limbo purgatory is defined as the state place or condition in the next world which will
continue until the last judgment where the souls of those who die in the state of grace but not yet free from
all imperfection make expiation for unforgiven venial sins or for the temporal punishment due to venial and
mortal sins that have already been forgiven and by so doing are purified before they enter heaven new
catholic encyclopedia 1967 ed svs v purgatory limbo is the state and place either of those souls who
did notmeritnot merit hell and its eternal punishments but could not enter heaven before the redemption the fathers
limbo or of those souls who are eternally excluded from the beautibeauuficbeautificnicfic vision because of original sin alone
the childrens limbo new catholic encyclopedia 1967 ed svs v limbo

13schaff13 schaff creeds of christendom 672
14somesome of the more obvious examples from the book of mormon of a polarized afterlife are
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incomplete from a modern perspective 17 yet with the exception of the
vision a subject to which we will later return the revelations of the
restoration perpetuated such traditional polarizations

in fact they seemed to strengthen the dichotomies by crystalizingcrystallizingcrystal izing
into a single criterion the distinction between the two groups that
criterion was an individuals response to the mormon message mine
elect declared the lord hear my voice and harden not their
hearts 18 by divine definition the elect were only those who
accepted the restored gospel the same criterion was extended to the
definition of goodness and there are none that doethboeth good except
those who are ready to receive the fulnessfalness of my gospel which I1 have
sent forth unto this generation 19

conversely the lord defined the wicked just as succinctly
they were simply those that will not hear my voice but harden their
hearts 20 even the casual observer will note that this is phrased as the
exact negation of what constituted election As if it were not already
clear enough a year later the lord taught his saints how to distinguish
the two types of people whosochoso cometh not unto me is under the
bondage of sin and by this you may know the righteous from the
wicked 21 when talking theology then the saints used the word
wicked as a sort of generic term for all unbelievers whether or not they
were morally bankrupt parley P pratt for instance defined the
wicked as that portion of the people who were not of the kingdom of
god 22 on the other hand believers were collectively described as the
righteous A timestimesandseasonsand seasons article explained that when a man is

adopted into the church and kingdom of god as one of his saints his
name is then enrolled in the book of the names of the righteous 23

in terms of these polarities what was true for the one was also
true for the many whole churches of non mormonscormons were designated
in various revelations as the congregations of the wicked 24

babylon literally understood wrote john taylor is the

171nin the current lexicon of mormon theology eternal life is the kind status type and quality of life
that god himselfenjoyshimself enjoys thus those who gain eternal life receive exaltation mcconkie mormon doctrine
237 on the other hand those whose destiny is to be cast out with the devil and his angels to inherit the
same kingdom in a state wheretheirwhere their worm dieth not and the fire is not quenched are defined as sons of
perditonperdigonperditon mcconkie mormon doctrine 746 thus to apply these definitions to the quoted passages would
seem to present only a partial picture of the results of ofjudgmentjudgment day

18d&cDSK 2977 bc61BC 61 dacd&c18351835113113115 evening and morning star 1 september 1832 26
19d&c1cd&c353 51212bc76d&c1835BC 76 dacd&c 185183 5117117
2 odicod&cdacd&c 38638 6 bc80BC 80 8811 dac 18318355118118 evening and morning star I1 january 183183518333 al6166l1
221d&c1 dac 8449- 584 49539953995549 533 dac 1855183518359911
22parleypparley P pratt anananswertomranswer to mr william dewittshewittsHewitts tract against the latter day saints manchester

england W R thomas 1840 8
2223 times and seasons 4 march 1843 141411

24d&c6024d&c6088136113 61303032305232 3333625362556262666868 11bcnbcBC 143 4444148148 49 dac 183 51485 148199199 220202 eveningeveningandEveningandand
morning star 1I october 1832 35 1 december 1832 53155153
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roman catholics protestants and all that have not had the keys of the
kingdom 25 entire cities were also classified collectively after their
initial failure in london early missionaries wrote home that though it
was the boast of the gentiles london contained one million five

hundred thousands souls who are ripening in iniquity and preparing
for the wrath of god and like the ox going to the slaughter know not
the day of their visitation 1126yet112626 yet as parley P pratt later explained

the people of englandofengland may repent and never be destroyed but if they
do not repent they will perish in common with all nations who are

unprepared for the second advent of the messiah for lo10 the time is

near very near when every one who does not give heed to jesus christ
will be destroyed from among the people this applies equally to

england and all other places 27

thus this was not just yankee arrogance for the american cities
of boston albany and cincinnati were also promised desolation and
utter abolishment if they rejected the gospel 28 even close friends were
not exempt edward partridge once penned this earnest entreaty to all
his former acquaintances 0 take the advice of one that wishes you
well humble yourselves before god and embrace the everlasting
gospel before the judgments of god sweep you from the face of the
earth 29

here we pause to notice a subtlety of early mormon thought
given its markedly millenarian character it tended to move ahead
the traditional saved damned reckoning of judgment day to a
saved destroyed outcome apparent at christs coming in the day of
the coming of the son of man declared an early revelation cometh
an entire separation of the righteous and the wicked and in that day
will I1 send mine angels to pluck out the wicked and cast them into
unquenchable fire 30 the first mormonscormons spoke often of the second
advent as a day of judgment or vengeance demonstrating their focus
on the attendant destruction of the unbelieversbelieversun as much as on the
salvation of the saints 31 and there was no middle ground only
mormonscormons would survive the second coming of christ according to
sidney rigdon all people on the earth during this period would be
saints all the rest of the world will without exception becutbe cut off 32

25times2 5 timbstimes and seasons 6 lunejuneguneoune 1845184 5 939
261bidibid 2 december 1840 250
27pratt27 pratt an answer 41

dac28d&cd&c 8411484 114 613061 30 31 bc148BC 148 dacdao 18551835951835 95 201 evening and morning star I11 december
1832 53153

29messenger29messengermessengerandMessengerandand advocate I1 january 18356118351855 61
30d&c 635363 53 54 bc155BC 155 dac 185518351441835 144 evening and morning star 1 february 1833 71
31seesee for example evening and morning star I11 february 1833 67 1 january 1833 60
32messenger32 messenger and advocate 3 november 1836 403
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when in 1841 joseph first advanced the idea that there would be
wicked men on the earth during the millennium it represented an

abrupt about face from a decades consensus to the contrary and it
would be at least another decade before the idea really caught hold even
among church leaders 33 to introduce the color gray to those so
accustomed to black and white was not easy because of their apoca-
lyptic orientation then early saints spoke more often of a temporal
judgment to be effected at christs coming than they did of the far off
final judgment 34

such an apocalyptic scenario infused the saved damned dichot-
omy with an imminence and a tangibility that provided both motiva-
tion and rationale for missionary outreach orson hyde in what is

recognized as the earliest LDS missionary tract urged pray there-
fore that god may send unto you some servant of his who is autho-
rized from on high to administer to you the ordinances of the gospel
except you do this you must fall victims to the messengers of
destruction which god will soon send upon the earth 35 and in the
dedicatory prayer for the kirtland temple joseph smith petitioned the
lord thus

and whatsoever city thy servants shall enter and the people of that
city receive not the testimony of thy servants let it be upon that city
according to that which thou hast spoken terrible things concerning
the wicked in the last days that thou wilt pour out thy judgments
without measure 36

if in the early years the phrase voice of warning carried very
literal connotations it must be balanced with an acknowledgment that
the elders were occasionally counseled to avoid overzealousness in
declaring judgments against the wicked 37 As W W phelps advised

warn in compassion without threatening the wicked with judgments
which are to be poured upon the world hereafter you have no right to

collect the calamities of six thousand years and paint them upon the

33the first time on record ofofjosephsjosephs having taught that wicked men would be upon the earth during
the millennium is in a 16 march 1841 sermon see ehat and cook eds words ofjosephofjoseph smith 65 As late
as 1857 orson hyde was still talking of all the wicked being consumed at the second coming see seejournaljournal
ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 86 535555555 355335535 56 on the other hand
brigham young clearly felt that there would be wicked men unbelievers on the earth during the
millennium see journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 22316316 71427 142

34see3seeasee grant underwood seminal versus sesquicentennial A look at mormon millennialism
dialogue Aajournaljournalaljournal ofofmormonmormon thought 14 spring 1981 32 44

35messengerandadvocate2messenger andadvocateand Advocate 1 july 1836 346 the tract was published separately as a broadside entitled
A prophetic warning toronto august 1836

dac36d&cd&c 10941109 41 45 messenger andadvocateand advocate 2 march 1836 279
37thethe relationship between millenarianism and missionary work during the early years is explored at

greater length in my article millenarianism and the early mormon mind journal ofmornonofMof mormonornon history 9
1982 41 51
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curtain of these last days to scare mankind to repentance no you are to

preach the gospel even glad tidings of great joy unto all people 38

in the same dedicatory prayer it was remarked 0 lord we
delight not in the destruction of our fellow men their souls are
precious before thee but thy word must be fulfilled 39

it is not surprising that people weaned on the bible and steeped in
its literal interpretation would feel there were simply too many graphic
passages predicting wo upon unbelieversbelieversun to have the notion
11 spiritualizerspiritualizedspiritualized or explained away time and again in early mormon
periodicals and pamphlets one encounters references to moses proph-
ecy that all who will not hearken to christ will be cut off from among
the people or to pauls portrayal of a savior descending in flaming fire
to take vengeance on them that know not god and obey not the
gospel 40 no bible verse however more effectively bolstered the
saved destroyed dichotomy than luke 1726 and as it was in the
days of noe so shall it be also in the days of the son of man this
scripture told the saints two things first the majority of mankind in
their day would reject the message and second such people would
therefore be destroyed just precisely as it was then wrote the
editors of the times and seasons so shall it be at the coming of the
son of man revelations shall precede his coming the whole world
shall ridicule them and cast them off for so it was in the days of noah
and the consequences were inevitable destruction and so it will be

with this generation the righteous only will be saved 41 that this
would leave few men to enjoy the millennium merely accorded with
their understanding of isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophecy that the inhabitants of the
earth are burned and few men left 42 this destruction explained
parley P pratt in his voice of warning is to come by fire as literally
as the flood in the days of noah and it will consume both priests and
people from the earth or else we must get a new edition of the

38eveningandmorningevening and morning star I11 july 18321418521418321852 14
39d&c35d&c 10943109log 43 44 messenger and advocate 2 march 183627918361856 279 that such comment was more than

mere rhetoric is obvious from diary entries such as orson hydes record for 16 september 1832 cailecaliecallecalleddonon
sister laura and her husband mr north they disbelieved we took our things and left them and tears from
all eyes freely ran and we shook the dust of our feet against them but it was like piercing my heart and all
I1 can say is the will of the lord be done cited in leonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon
experience A history oftbeoftleof fhethe lafterlatterlaffer day saints new york knopf 1979 193

40moses40moses prophecy was originally recorded in deutbeut 181518 15 19 but the mormonscormons preferred peterpeters s

version as recorded in acts 3225223 22 23 examples of their discussion of this passage can be found in evening
andmorningstarMorningStarand morning star 1 september 1832 30150130 2 juneguneoune 184316118431845 161igiigl and timestimesandseasonsand seasons 2 april 1841 359

pauls words are found in 2 thes 1 7 10 examples of how the mormonscormons used this passage eveningazeeveningareaze
and morning star 2 may 1834 151555 messenger and advocate 1 january 18318355 56 57 and times and
seasons I11 december 1839 26

414 times and seasons 2 march 1841 33515 1

42isa421sa 24624 6
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bible leaving out the 24th of isaiah 43 for literalist latter day saints
it was no more difficult to conceive of the earth being swept clean of
every single non mormon at the second coming than it was to accept
the fact the the flood had destroyed all but the eight believers then in
existence As parley P pratt explained to queen victoria As noah was
a survivor of a world destroyed and himself and family the sole
proprietors of the earth so will the saints of the most high possess the
earth and its whole dominion and tread upon the ashes of the
wicked 2144114444

from all that has been presented thus far it seems clear that a
saved damned duality was deeply entrenched in early mormon
thought but what about the vision of the three degrees of glory did it
not immediately uproot all the old either or notions did not the
saints quickly discard their former thinking as theologically naive
when presented with this vision of a pluralized rather than a polarized
afterlife the answer is no and that should not come as much of a
surprise to those aware of the historical development of ideas within
the church nonetheless that early mormonscormons neither understood the
implications of the vision of the three degrees of glory nor lampooned
notions they still retained is significant enough to merit careful con-
sideration

first a brief history the vision as it was commonly called in
the early years was received by joseph smith and sidney rigdon in
february 1832 five months later what appears to be the earliest
identifiable copy of the revelation was published in the evening and
the morning star 45 the vision seemed to attract some attention for
the first year or two though a few stumbled at it at least one
individual considered it the greatest news that was ever published to
man 46 some developed strange ideas about it that required reproof
but even legitimate comments were sufficiently superficial that they
offered no real interpretation or elucidation of the vision and certainly
no repudiation of the traditional christian cosmos 47 A specific search

parteparleysparleypParleyP pratt voice ofwarningandinstructionowarningoWarning andinstructionand Instruction to allpeopleAll People newnewyorkyork sanford 1837 unlessunlessthethe
original wording is different the 1881 salt lake edition has been used

44pratt44pratt truth vindicated 6
45evening45 evening andmorningstarMorningStarand morning star ouy1 julyquy 1832 10 111lii11 seeseerobertjrobertj woodford the historical develop

ment of the doctrine and covenants phdph D diss brigham young university 1974
46forfor the stumbling seejohnneejohnsee john murdockjournalmurdock journal 18 27 29 and orson prattjournalpratt journal 1833 34 both

in library archives historical division historical department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latterdatter day
saints salt lake city for the praise see evening and morning star I11 july 1832 14

47forfor an account ofsomeorsomeof some who advance doctrinally unacceptable positions seejosephseseeejosephjoseph smithjrsmith jr history
oforthethe church ofjesus christ oflatterof Latter darday saints 2dad ed revrev7vols7 volsvois reprint salt lake city deseretdeseretbookbook
co 1951 13661 366 for an early but brief discussion that was apparently acceptable see evening and
morning star I1 june 1832 616 1 july 1832 22 this source is reproduced in history ofodthethe church
12831 283285 and evening and morning star I11 february 183369183318531835 69
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of presently available periodicals pamphlets and tracts as well as
hundreds of unpublished diaries journals and letters from this time
period reveals that throughout the rest of the decade and on into the
early 1840s the vision was virtually ignored 48411 admittedly there were
numerous references to the celestial kingdom but that term for most
mormonscormons seems to have been just another name for the heaven chris-
tians had always talked about and it required no new mental frame-
work to adopt it celestial after all was a common synonym for
beaheavenlydenlyvenly discussion even mention of the terrestrial and telestial
glories however which might have hastened the demise of dual-
istic thinking appears to have been almost nonexistent 49 the only
example of anything like a substantive commentary on the vision
was joseph smiths 1843 poetic version 50 perhaps the experience of
reissuing the revelation as a kind of epic poem stimulated the prophets
pondering of the overall significance of the vision for in the remaining
sixteen months of his life he discussed in new ways the nature of hell
and the torment of the damned furthermore he specifically ridiculed
the pervasive protestant rhetoric that in the hereafter there were only

48somesome have felt that the absence of discussion of the vision of the three degrees of glory was by design
that due to its revolutionary nature it was considered too advanced for those still needing milk and was
therefore intentionally suppressed during the early years such thinking is based on the prophets recorded
counsel to the english missionaries to remain silent concerning the gathering the vision and the book of
doctrine and covenants until such time as the work was fully established history oftbeoftleof fhethe church 24922 492
the assumption is that similar restrictions must have been in effect in the united states there are problems
however in the first place there is no documentary evidence to support this extrapolation on the contrary
there is overwhelming evidence to show that such a limitation was not in effect american missionaries
constantly talked of the gathering it was central to their millenarian message they were also occasionally
encouraged to preach the late revelations times andandseasonsseasons 4 april 18431184318451 175 for example thus two
of the three doctrines restricted in britain were openly advanced in america since the vision of the three
degrees of glory was merely listed along with other delicate doctrines rather than being singled out can its
absence in america be considered intentional when the other controversial concepts were freely advocatedadvocated77

furthermore it should be remembered that even in the prophets proscription provision was made for
a later learning when the work was fully established yet we have no evidence of anything more than
passing mention of the vision of the three degrees of glory in any of the early church headquarters be it
kirtland far west or early nauvoo though in extant reports of sermons and in the early periodicals we find
that the plan of salvation and the afterlife were frequent topics of discussion they almost never included the
vision even when written to a gathered mormon audience accustomed to other deep doctrine

490neone exception to this is the following from W W phelps all men have a right to their opinions but
to adopt them for rules of faith and worship is wrong and may finally leave the souls of them that receive
them for spiritual guides in the telestial kingdom for these are they who are of paul and ofapollos but
received not the gospel evening and morning star 1 february 1833 69 also interesting along this
line though from a decade later is josephs poeticized version

these are they that came out for apollos and paul
for cephas and jesus in all kinds of hope
for enoch and moses and peter and john
for luther and calvin and even the pope

times and seasons 4 february 184311843 85

another exception which illustrates the conceptual confusion apparent when these kingdoms were
mentioned is wilford woodruffswoodruffe record of zebedee Coltricoltrinscoltnnscoltrinens prophecy upon his head when he was ordained
a seventy also that I1 should visit COLUBCOLLB dolobkolob & preach to the spirits in pnsionprisionpension & that I1 should bring all of
my friends or relatives forth from the terrestrial kingdom who had died by the power of the gospel
dean C jessee ed the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff BYUEYU studies 12 summer 1972 380

50tfmestimes and seasons 4 february 1843 82 85
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two possible outcomes heaven or hell 51 this represents a watershed
in mormon thought

until that time if the vision were discussed at all it was done
from within an interpretive framework that was still patently polar-
ized even the prophet himself when describing the thinking which
led to the revelation wrote it appeared self evident from what truths
were left in the bible that if god rewarded every one according to the
deeds done in the body the term heaven as intended for the saints
eternal home must include more kingdoms than one 52 there is a
subtle difference between saying that there are divisions within heaven
and saying that there are different heavensheaven and the saints had not yet
shifted to the latter position W W phelps felt that the great value of
the vision lay in providing details on the various heavenly mansions 53

to be sure those mansions were distinguished as the great greater
and greatest but conceptually they all blended into one heaven

As joseph smith put it

the glory celestial is one like the sun
the glory terrestrial is one like the moon
the glory telestial is one like the stars
and all harmonize like the parts of a tune 54

men are agents unto themselves declared an early saint and
they can prepare for a kingdom of glory or for one without
glory55glory 55 as much as if to say though clothed in new terminology
men can prepare for heaven or for hell even part of the poems final
quatrain summed up the entire revelation in dualistic terms the
secret of life is blooming in heaven and blasting in hell 56

telling evidence that the vision did not immediately force an
abandonment of traditional notions of damnation and hell is manifest

55lehatandcook1 ehat and cook eds words ofjosepbsmitbof joseph smith 183183206211206 211 1414240244240 244 319319330330530 3133531355313353425133554251355342342 61
367 72 381 of course joseph smith was not the first individual to challenge traditional formulations
mitigated conceptions of hell eternal damnation and divine punishment have been advanced periodically
since the days of origenongen and the cappadocian fathers see D P walker the decline of hell chicago
university of chicago press 196419641

52history52 history of the church 12451 245243 such an idea had also occurred to earlier religionists the idea of
different degrees of felicity in future life as differences of reward was widely prevalent among patristic
theologians this was also true even of some later protestant divines in opposition to rome the influence
ofofpersonalpersonal merit on the future state was deniedbydenideniededbyby these theologians but some of them while admitting that
blessedness is essentially the same for all hold to several degrees of blessedness john mcclintock and
james strong eds cyclopedia ofofbiblicalbiblical theological and ecclesiastical literature 10lovolslivolsvolsvois new york
harper and brothers 1867 81 reprint ed grand rapids baker book house 196919691 33153 315 317

53evening53 evening andandmorningmorning star I11 oulyjuly 18318322 14
54 times and seasons 4 february 1843 85
55evening55 evening andmorningand morning star I1 march 1833 77 ororasworasaas W W phelps later put it the vision points

out the degrees ofhappinessofhappiness andmiseryand misery so plainly that all oftheodtheof the commonest understanding may learn for
themselves what kingdom the lord will give them an inheritance in messenger andadvocateand advocate I11 february
18318351855185 66

5116 times and seasons 4 february 1843 85
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in the mormon reaction to universalism universalism reflected the
optimism of the age of enlightenment from which it emerged and as
its name implies taught that all men would ultimately be redeemed
that damnation would be done away and that the notion of eternal
torment in a lake of sulfurous fire was superstition 57 modern
mormonscormons might find much that is appealing in such ideas believing as
they do that the vast majority of mankind will ultimately receive some
degree of salvation early saints however did not react this way
when a universalist preacher came to kirtland in 183518318551855 oliver cowdery
withstood him with the same zeal that gideon did nehorbehor a book of
mormon universalist what incensed oliver cowdery was the audac-
ity of asserting in the face of overwhelming scriptural proof to the
contrary that there would be no damnation if no such principle
exists as damnation and that eternal oliver exclaimed god cer-
tainly has spoken nonsense and folly 58

it must also be remembered that before the late nauvoo period
there was little explanatory discussion of the term unpardonable sin
therefore even if the early saints had talked of damnation coming in
its fullest sense only to sons of perdition there were then no
conceptual restraints limiting that category to apostate mormonscormons
alone 59 again we see that circumstances and understandings in the
1830s did not require interpretations of the vision that undermined the
old saved damned dichotomy

As for hell itself josephs belief in its reality and his use of
traditional jargon to describe it is conspicuous as late as his 1843

poem whereas in the original scriptural text of the vision the word
belthellbellbeet is found only once the prophet uses it six times in his poem in
terms familiar to any evangelical protestant he talks of the ungodly
suffering in hellfirehell fire and vengeance the doom of the damnddamand no
passage however is more striking than this quatrain describing the
fate of the sons of perdition

57goodgood introductions to universalism are provided in george H williams american universalism A

bicentennial essay medford mass universalist historical society 1971 and stephen A marini radical
sects ofrevolutionarynewof Revolutionary nemnew england cambridge harvard univ press 1982 the definitive study is now
russell E miller the larger hope the first century odtheof the universalist church in america 1770 1870
boston unitarianUnitanan universalist association 1979

58messenger58messenger and advocate 1 lulyoulyjulyguly 1835 151 lewis 0 saum has recently reminded us of the
widespread antipathy to Univeruniversalismsalim among the common man in antebellum americaAmeriamerlamericaseecaseesee his thethepopularpopular
moodmoodofpreofpreoffre civil war america westport conn greenwood press 1980 44 47

5959aA standard current statement on the nature of the unpardonable sin and the sons of perdition is
mcconkie mormon doctrine 746 816 17 joseph began discussing these topics in depth about the same
time he was also modifying his conception of hell and the afterlife that is during the final months of his life
see ehat and cook eds wordswordsofjosephofjoseph smith 330530330334550354550554334 35353423475534254755542547342542 347547 48483534855348555353553555 54360 61 itis true that

in june 1833 joseph mentioned the sons of perdition but as we have already noted this was only to say
that not enough was known about them or their destiny to justify discussing it history odtheof the church
136615661 366566
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they are they who must go to the great lake of fire
which burneth with brimstone yet never consumes
and dwell with the devil and angels of his
while eternity goes and eternity comes60

if to later saints a hell that is continually burning but never
consumes is a mass of confusion such was not always the case

that the vision is not mentioned in the earliest anti mormon
works is further evidence that it was not initially seen as subversive to
contemporary protestant thought given the tenor of their writings it
is hardly conceivable that such men as philastusphilistusPhilastus hurlbut origen
bacheler or la roy sunderland would not have eagerly seized the
chance to ridicule the vision had they known about it and perceived its
eschatological implications 61 yet the earliest I1 have found mention of
the doctrine is in ex mormon john corrallscorrillsCorrills A briegbriefbriehistoryBrie history published
in 1839 though corrill had been a leading elder almost from the first
his comments evidence little more than a mere awareness of the
revelation 62 furthermore later anti mormon commentators like
henry caswall or J B turner seem only to be borrowing from
corrill 63 the question that follows then is why did all these early
anti mormonscormons overlook that which would later be stock in trade for
such polemicists if the visions revolutionary significance were widely
perceived

also significant is the case of former mormon william harris in
his expose he claimed that the saints felt that their idea of heaven

shows the superiority of their system over all others and that they
ridicule as absurd the notion generally entertained of the location and

nature of heaven As a matter of curiosity then william harris
continued I1 will here insert a description of the mormon
paradise 116464 what follows is not a recapitulation of the vision as might
be expected from his leadinlead in but rather an excerpt from parley P
pratts voice 0of warning showing heaven would be material not
spiritual and here on earth not out in the ethereal blue 65 this

60timestimastimes and seasons 4 february 1843 83
61 doctor philastusphilistusPhil astus hurlbut was the principal collaborator but the book was published as eber D howe

mormonism unavailedunvailed painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio E D howe 1834 origen bacheler mormonismMonnonism exposed new
york published at 162 nassau st opposite the park 1838 and la roy sunderland mormonism exposed
and andrefutednewrefutednewRefuted New york piercy and reed 1838 there is neither direct mention nor allusion to the vision of
the three degrees of glory in any of these works

62johnjohn corrill A briefbrneBriebriehistoryhistory of the church of christ of latter day saints commonly called
cormonsmormonsMormons st louis printed for the author 1839 47

63henryhenry caswall the prophet oftbemneteentbof the nineteenth century london 1843 98 99 caswall admits
dependence on corrill jonathan baldwin turner mormonism in all ages new york platt and peters

18441842j243243245
william harris mormonism Portrportrayedawd Warwarsawsawi ill111iliiiilii sharp and gamble 1841 23 harris is

mentioned in the context of faithfuloffaithful missionary service in messenger andadvocateand advocate 3 january 1837 446
6 5prattsprattpratt voice of warning 217 18
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recollection from harriss seven years in the church as to what the
saints actually ridiculed about contemporary notions of heaven fur-
ther confirms the minimal role of the vision in early LDS thought 66

that which persisted however eventually began to break up just
four months after the prophet versifiedversifierversified the vision he began to publicly
and repeatedly denounce the heaven hell dichotomy wilford
woodruff recorded this comment for example says one I1 believe in
one hell & one heaven all are equally miserable or equally happy but
st paul informs us of three glories & three heavens 7167116767 later joseph
reiterated 1 I do not believe the methodist doctrine of sending honest
men and noble minded men to hell along with the murderer and
adulterer 68168611 in the 1844 king follett discourse we find the culmina-
tion of his latest thinking about salvation and damnation during
recent months hell had been acquiring an explicitly nonphysical
dimension and he here announced 11II have nonofearfear of hellfirebelihellberi jirefire that
doesntt exist but the torment and disappointment of the mind of man
is as exquisite as a lake burning with fire and brimstone 69

if salvation or damnation still revolved around ones reaction to
mormonism there was now a qualifier attached I11 I call upon all

men priests sinners and all to obey the gospel for your

66harriss66 harriss recollection is confirmed in the words of this early mormon song

the heaven of sectarianssectarians is not the heaven for me
so doubtful its location neither on land nor sea
but ive a heaven on the earth
the land and home that gave me birth
A heaven of light and knowledge
0 thats the heaven for me &cac

times and seasons 6 february 184 5 799

67ehatehat and cook eds words of ofjosephjoseph smith 221414
681bidibid 368
69forfor this and subsequent quotations from the king follett address I1 have used the larson amalgam-

ation of the various contemporary accounts stan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgam-
ated text byustudiesBYU studies 18 winter 197811978 205

seven verses in the book of mormon directly equate torment with a lake of fire and brimstone
2 ne 9169 16 19 26 282328 23 jacob gioglo6106 10 mosiah 3273 27 and alma 121712 17 A symbolic connection however

seems necessary only in mosiah 323 277 and alma 1217 where the word as is used to link the two terms for
example then is the time when their torments shall be as a lake of fire and brimstone whose flame
ascendethascendeth up forever and ever alma 1217112 17 for individuals accustomed to a literal hermeneutic the
remaining passages would not have seemed unusual in well worn cadences jacob 610gio6 10 speaks of going

1.1 away into that lake of fire and brimstone whose flames are unquenchable and whose smoke ascendethascendeth up
forever and ever which lake of fire and brimstone is endless torment 2 ne 2823 also warns of a place
prepared for them evenevenalakeoffireandbnmstonewhichisalake affireoffire andbrimstonebrimstoneand which is endless torment it is easy enough to see how
such verses with their spatial allusions would not have forced abandonment of traditional perceptions of a
physical hell

of related interest is the textual change from the 1830 edition in 2 ne 9 16 originally it read and they
shall go away into everlasting fire prepared for them and their torment is a lake of fire and brimstone 1830
ed 80 later the important word as was inserted and today this verse and the other two mentioned above
are invoked to provide scriptural justification for the metaphorical interpretation joseph smith began
explicitly employing in the last months of his life for example mcconkie mormon doctrine 280 81

significantly I1 could find no instance in which eitherjosepheithereitheeltherelthe rjosephjoseph smith or any other latter day saint used these
verses in such a fashion during the period studied grant underwood book of mormon usage in early LDS

theology dialogue 17 autumn 198411984 3355 74
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religion wont save you and if you do not you will be damned but
he added I11 I do not say how long 70 though the concept of a termi-
nable hell was provided for in a revelation received even before the
church was organized dacd&c 19 not untiljosephuntilunti lJosephjoseph led the way interpre-
tively did others begin describing hell as a purgatory for unrepentant
sinners 71 at the same time he acknowledged that those who had
committed the unpardonable sin must dwell in bellhellheilbeilbeli worlds without
end and that they shall rise to that resurrection which is as the lake
of fire and brimstone 72 only the sons of perdition would be damned
in the fullest and most traditional sense toward the close of his life
then joseph smith began to emphasize a pluralized rather than a
polarized picture of eternity he symbolized hell diminished
damnationsdamnations domain and expanded salvation

the fact that he repeatedly discussed these concepts the last
months of his life did not however guarantee that they were instantly
internalized by the saints this is perhaps best illustrated in the case of
john taylor throughout this period john taylor was closely associ-
ated with the prophet both as editor of the times and seasons and
from september 1843 as a member of the anointed quorum a select
group who had received their temple endowments from the prophet
john taylor was thus well exposed not only to josephs public but also
his private teachings yet in a times and seasons editorial published
less than a year afterjosephsafter josephs death john taylor declared that hell is

literally in the midst of the earth and when sodom and gomorrah
were destroyed they sunk down to hell and the water covered up the
unhallowed spot no wonder we have earthquakes hot springs and
convulsions in the earth he continued if the damned spirits of six
thousand years have gone down into shepitthepitthe pit no wonder the
earth groans and is in pain to be delivered as saith the prophet 73

if a man as intelligent and literate as john taylor either did not
understand or ignored the prophet one can imagine to what degree the
finer doctrinal subtleties that joseph was introducing in the late
nauvoo period actually settled into the conscious understanding of the
ordinary member it is a truism that what one who speaks or writes
intends to convey is not necessarily what the man who hears or reads
understands we simply cannot assume that once an idea was revealed

70darsonlarson king follett discourse 207 duration ofpostmortemofpostmortem punishment was an issue raised by the
umversalistsuniversalists

71the71 the early revelation is dac 19519 5 12 bc39BC 39 40 dacdao 18351741835 174 75 the chains of hell are given
symbolic meaning in alma 12912 9 11 but again theversesthe verses were not discusdiscussedsedinin the early years underwood
book of mormon usage in early LDS theology 35 74

72larson72 larson king follett discourse 207 8
73 times and seasons 6 february 18418455 792
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or once it was taught by the prophet the saints immediately assimilated
it into their mental world mormon thought was the sum total of the
thinking of individual mormonscormons rather than some creedal collectivcollectcollectiveiv
ity 74 thus it is difficult indeed to assert that the prophets ideas or even
revealed ideas were mormon ideas equally ascribable to leader and
layman alike As darrett rutman pointed out some years ago in his
study of the puritans

the idea that filters past the preconceptions values and particular
concerns of the imparter travels the sound waves or light rays to the
recipient filters past the recipients own preconceptions values and
concerns mixes in the melting pot that constitutes the recipients mind
with all the other notions and impressions stored there 75

the point here is that even though joseph opened the door for a
further break with traditional protestant views the old saved damned
dichotomy did not die out immediately if by the 1850s some leading
mormonscormons grasped and elaborated on what the prophet was saying a
decade earlier it should not be assumed that as of 1844 the entire
church shelved sectarianisms in favor of less calvinistic conceptions
of salvation and damnation 76 nonetheless josephs late nauvoo
teachings did signal the beginning of the end even if that end came
gradually

conclusion

if it is true that the saved damned dualism persisted if indeed the
vision was not initially appreciated for its revolutionary significance
then it remains for us to consider briefly two questions why and
so what in responding to the first question we can hardly over-

emphasize the biblicism and literalism of the early saints in his study
of antebellum protestant theology george marsden discusses the
period polarities of exegesis then known as spiritualist and

literalist hermeneutics for those who applied a strictly literal
hermeneutic to the scriptures the numerous graphic descriptions of
the physical destruction of the wicked and a plethora of passages
basing salvation on belief and damnation on disbelief had to be taken at

74therhethe anti creedal nature of early mormonism is discussed in peter crawley the passage of mormon
primitivism dialogue 13 winter 1980 26 37

75darrett75 Darrett B rutman american puritanism new york W W norton 1977 33
76a7 shift is evident in parley P prattputt reytokepkeymey to the science of theologyoftheology liverpool F D richards 1855 yet

the old saved damned dichotomy persists in lorenzo snows the only way to be saved which though
originally published in 1841 went through nineteen later english editions and over two dozen foreign
language printingspaintingsprin tings right up to the turn of the century
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face value there was little interpretive leeway 77 with early mormonscormons
coming from such a tradition it would have been almost inconceivable
that they would immediately drop their polarized perceptions of life
and afterlife because of a single revelation especially when so many
other passages in modern scripture seemed to support the age old
dualismsdualisms As the prophets however led out in metaphorical and
figurative interpretation of certain portions of the word of god that
had usually been interpreted literally and as they explicitly rejected
certain facets of contemporary theology the people generally began to
follow suit

furthermore the early saints had different notions about latter
day revelations calling them commandments as often as they called
them revelations evidences a subtle distinction they utilized these
messages more for their directional rather than for their doctrinal
value the excerpts most frequently cited in the periodical literature
dealt with some task to be performed rather than some truth to be
taught 78

closely related and also helpful in explaining our findings is the
manifest millenarianism of the early church it was truly a day of
warning not a day ofmany words it was a day for first principles not
far reaching theology even if they had been wont to discuss new and
unique doctrines not central to the message of the restoration how
much could an individual have assimilated in the brief transition from
hearer to herald for it was not uncommon that a man who heard the
message of the restoration one day would be out preachngpreachpreachingng it the next
and with good reason 79 they felt the end was imminent all had to be
warned and that warning was to come both by word and by flight
there simply was no time to extensively catechize prospective converts
and no systematic creed with which to do it

so what is the significance of all this in the first place it confirms
what brigham young later said when reflecting on those early years 1 I

77george77George M marsden the evangelical mind and the new school presbyterian experience A case
study of thought and theology in nineteenth century america new haven yale univ press 1970
182 99

for a more comprehensive discussion of christian hermeneutics henneneutica sacra see daniel P
fuller hermeneutics 3dad ed pasadena calif fuller theological seminary 1974 also valuable for
perspective because of its extension into secular hermeneutics bermeneuticahermeneuticahermeneuticshermene utica prodanaprofanaproprofwanafanadanaana is E D hirsch
validity in interpretation new haven conn yale univ press 1967

78this is not unusual in light of the fact that less than one fifth of the canonized revelations have a
purely doctrinal message most of the revelations he josephdoseph received in the early part of his ministry
explained brigham young pertained to what the few around him should do in this or in that case when
and how they should perform their duties cited in lydon W cook the revelations oftbeoftleof the propbetjosepbprophet joseph
smith provo seventysSeventys mission bookstore 19811981 xii cook supports the task orientation of the early
saints throughout his book

79sees79seeS george ellsworth A history ofmormonofmormon missions in the united states and canada 1830 1860
phdph D diss univ of california berkeley 1951 38 39
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never could believe like the mass of the christian world around me but
I1 did not know how nigh I1 believed as they did I1 found however that
I1 was so nigh I1 could shake hands with them any time I1 wished 80

aside from the core concepts of the message of the restoration the
early saints do seem handshakinglyhandshakingly close to contemporary christian-
ity realizing their proximity to protestantism also helps explain why
some anti mormonscormons could charge that the elders dwell upon the
common topics of christianity or that they preach the doctrines they
held in other churches slightly modified by some of their new
notions 81 even joseph smith himself admitted it is often the case
that young members in this church for want of better information
carry along with them their old notions of things and sometimes fall
into eggregiouseggregious errors 82

more importantly however is that we are a step closer to what
LDS church historian james B alienallenailen called for when he said only
recently have mormon historians begun to study in detail the historical
development of ideas within the church but such a study if complete
could provide valuable insight into why some concepts have changed
from generation to generation while others have remained constant as
pillars of the faith 83 absolutely essential to a proper understanding of
mormon thought is that one recognize the line upon line principle
that is the construct which allows for a gradual focusing and refining
of doctrine based on both human capacity and divine design from
those who would hamstring us with our history we have little to fear
the more it is studied the more we realize the naivete of intersecting
our past at any given point in time and expecting to hold the church
accountable for the finality of all views there discovered indeed to
pursue pauls metaphor the church is like a body and all bodies
go through successive stages of development from infancy to adult-
hood A wise and loving father does not immediately correct
all his childrens mistaken notions nor attempt to teach them all
truth at once rather he closely monitors their development adding
subtracting and refining until they reach maturity would a perfect
father in heaven be less wise continuous revelation is merely his
method the light that shinethchineth more and more unto the perfect day
for now however the saints must be content to say with paul

80journal80journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 6286 2811
sitherhethe first quotation is from john A clarkdark gleaning by the way philadelphia WJW J andjanda K simon

184234718425471842 347 the second is from J B turner mormonism in all ages 298
82timestimes and seasons 3 june 1842 823 for a similar but earlier statement by the prophet see

messenger and advocate 1 september 183518018351855 180
83jamesjames B alienallenailen emergence of a fundamental the expanding role of ofjosephjoseph smiths first vision in

mormon religious thought journal ofofmormonmormon history 7 1980 43
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when I1 was a child I1 spake as a child I1 understood as a child I1 thought
as a child but when I1 became a man I1 put away childish things

for now we see through a glass darkly but then face to face now I1

know in part but then shall I1 know even as also I1 am known
looracor1icorcor 1311 12


